ARCHDIOCESE OF SAN FRANCISCO
SACRED OILS 2021

The Chrism Mass will be celebrated at the Cathedral of Saint Mary of the Assumption on Tuesday, March 30 at 5:30pm.

EACH PARISH OR INSTITUTION WILL BE GIVEN THE SAME AMOUNT OF OILS AS THEY RECEIVED LAST YEAR.

Oils will be available for pick up 10 minutes after the end of Mass.
Oil will be supplied in plastic bottles.
There is no need to bring your own containers.

Those not attending the Chrism Mass should arrange for a neighboring parish or dean to pick up their oils.

If you have Holy Oils from previous year(s), we will have a box for collection of old oils. The Office of Worship will ensure they are properly disposed. Oils must be in plastic, disposable containers. (We cannot accept oils in your ambry ampullae.)

If your parish or institution needs ADDITIONAL, LESS, OR ONLY SPECIFIC OILS please e-mail Laura Bertone bertonel@sfarch.org by Friday, March 19.

If you have questions, please call 415-614-5586.